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[Verse 1: Lone Ninja] I rise high and ascend it's my
time to win If at first you don't succeed try try again I
bounce back from the trials and tribulations You doubt
that it is possible to make it Your squadrons retreating
they clobbered and beaten Won't falter and weaken I'm
conquering demons I fought with the legion unmerciful
with terror I'm slaughtering heathens a personal
vendetta Cause great pain you'll catch a bruising Of
course I raise Cain it's wrack and ruin You bastards
losing it's the verge of apocalypse I burn the
metropolis, murdering hostages Great state of panic
you quarrel in the fracas Melee and havoc I'm horrible
and heinous Impossible to faze this have nerves of
steel Observe the real you heard I will scourge with zeal
You herbs should kneel I prepare to sever punks I
search for thrills like a daredevil stunt Wear a frown a
roughneck I come worse than a scoundrel You clowns
are suspect I run circles around you Foes get crushed
and sever they ties I won't give up I never say die You
cat's kidding me cause you thought it was sweet I
snatch victory from the jaws of defeat [Hook] In war the
most prepared stand a chance look You swore the
coast was clear and got ambushed Thought a ghost
appeared in the fatal shadows I stalk approaching near
we gonna wage in battle (2X) [Verse 2: Lone Ninja] You
tried to reject the chief cornerstone But in time I will get
a seat on the throne Despite of regrets at peace on my
own Reach the farthest zones as I unleash the
strongest poems I run amok and defeat your squad It
wasn't luck that I beat the odds I Leap and charge look
fear in the face I greet barrage with a caring embrace
Splendor and grace calm under pressure Sharper and
clever it's awkward to ponder surrender Box with
contenders and fight to the finish Squash your agenda
it's survival of fittest The writings are cryptic decipher
the code You rivals are misfits the sniper patrols Vex
and thirsty you shouldn't dare test You beg for mercy I
couldn't care less Boast with clout roll out the red
carpet Close your mouth there's no doubt I shred
targets It's about to get started I'm ready to rumble It's
plenty of trouble I'm frenzied when my enemies come
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through Do yourself a favor don't cross my path Bring
doom and devastate ya You caught the wrath Pummel
awfully ninja don't play Double cross me and dig your
own grave [Hook] In war the most prepared stand a
chance look You swore the coast was clear and got
ambushed Thought a ghost appeared in the fatal
shadows I stalk approaching near we gonna wage in
battle (2X)
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